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Neutrino mass measurements 
have a long history in 
physics, predating the 
Standard Model itself.



We have learned one thing 
in this time. 

“Grande” is ruled out. 

And so is “Zero”.
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With oscillations 
firmly in place, we 

at least 
understand that 

the neutrino has a 
mass 

As such, oscillation 
measurements 

place a lower limit 
on the neutrino 

mass scale.
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Solar

Atmospheric
Camilieri, Lisi, Wilkerson Ann. Rev. 57 (2008).
Fogli et al, arXiv:1205.5254 (hep-ph)

Reactor & Long Baseline
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Measuring 
Neutrino Masses
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Beta Decay Measurements

Oscillations now make a 
prediction upon other 

measurements.

Ruled out by β-decay experiments
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Cosmological Measurements



Sloan Digital Sky Survey

The Era of 
Precision 

Cosmology

Wilson & Penzias

WMAP

CBI

Atacama  
Cosmology Telescope

Cosmology has had a 
similar trajectory as 

neutrino physics, from 
inception to present day



New Frontiers
Neutrino Physics 
& Cosmology

• Two primary cosmology measurements 

that link directly to neutrino physics: 

(1) Number of neutrino species  

(2) Sum of neutrino masses  

•   Both large scale structure (LSS) 

and CMB anisotropies (CMB), 

particularly CMB gravitational 

lensing, can be used to measure 

these quantities.
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New Frontiers

Planck Satellite: 

Launched May 14th, 2009



The Microwave 
sky...



The Microwave 
sky...



PLANCK Results

• The basic PLANCK analysis looks 
at 6 main cosmological 
parameters.  Neutrino masses are 
added as extensions to that 
model. 

• Most conservative data 
combinations see no evidence for 
neutrino masses. 

• Certainly tension exists with 
certain parameters (SZ clusters, 
Hubble constant, BICEP2) that 
alter the fits or in some cases 
favor finite masses.

Source: Planck Collaboration XVI

FIGURE 6. Marginalized posterior distributions for Neff. In
black the case CMB only. In blue, red and green respectively
the posteriors obtained adding BAO and H0 direct measurement
or both.

constant and its value inferred from CMB data is still not
understood and is artificially relieved at the cost of ex-
tra neutrino physics: Neff = 3.62±0.25 (in red in Fig.6).
Indeed it could also be caused by some new physics but
every interpretation in this sense seems for the moment
only speculative.
It is worth stressing that the error bar on Neff is suffi-
ciently small to claim for a 10s indirect evidence of the
existence of the cosmic neutrino background. If there
were no n-like energy density the value of Neff would
have been consistent with zero.

Neff and BBN

Along with CMB, the observation of light element
abundances created during big bang nucleosythesis
(BBN) provides a precision test for the standard cosmo-
logical model of the hot big bang.
In this model the abundances of helium-4 (YP) and
deuterium (yDP) can be predicted as a function of the
baryon density wb = Wbh2 and Neff. To calculate this
dependence it has been used the ParthENoPE code [17].
In Fig.7 in blue are shown the regions in the wb �Neff
plane preferred by different measurements of primordial
abundances, assuming standard BBN.
For comparison we also show the 68% and 95% con-
tours inferred from CMB analysis with Neff left as a free
parameter (and YP fixed as a function of wb and Neff
according to BBN).
There is no significant tension between CMB and BBN
predictions, and combining the two measurements we
can diminish the error on Neff. For example the combi-

nation between Planck data and the Pettini & Cooke yDP
measurement gives Neff = 3.02±0.27 [7].
It is also possible to search for a joint constraint on both
Neff and YP. Unfortunately this latter has an impact on
the dumping tail of the CMB power spectrum that is
partially degenerate with Neff. If we let both Neff and
YP free we have thus larger errors but the results are
still compatible with standard BBN and three species of
neutrinos.

Source: Planck Collaboration XVI

FIGURE 7. BBN measurements and Planck preferred region
in the wb-Neff plane

Limits on Âmn

Source: Planck Results XVI

FIGURE 8. Posterior distribution for Âmn . Solid line is
CMB alone, dashed line is adding lensing and red line is
marginalising over lensing information.

Constraints on Âmn considering three species of de-
generate massive neutrinos are reported here.
The black solid line posteriors in Fig.8 correspond to

140001-5
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the limit Âmn < 0.66eV at 95%CL for the CMB alone
combination (Planck +WP+High`). Adding the lens-
ing measurement we obtain Âmn < 0.85eV, a somewhat
unexpected broadening of the posterior (dashed line in
Fig.8).
We can thus try to completely marginalize over the
lensing information4 (in red in Fig.8) going back to a
limit compatible with WMAP, leaving the more precise
Planck measurement of the tail of the angular power
spectrum completely useless. This means that there is in-
formation to be gained with lensing.

A brief frequentist digression

Naively we don’t expect a limit to get worse when in-
formation is added, especially since lensing is the ob-
servable that should help the most for the constraint.
We thus did in [12] a Profile likelihoods analysis of
this issue. Results show that the problem is delicate.
Planck alone result (in red in Fig.9) seems to be ar-
tificially pulled to small values5. Adding lensing (blue
curve) regularizes the situation and, using the Feldman-
Cousins prescription [13], we end up with Âmn <
0.85eV (95%CL) in agreement with Bayesian limits.
With BAO we obtain the best constraint of Âmn <
0.26eV and there is again excellent agreement with the
Bayesian approach.

Source: Planck Intermediate Results XVI

FIGURE 9. Frequentist Profile Likelihood analysis on Âmn
constraints. In red CMB only data, in blue CMB+lensing and
in green CMB+Lensing+BAO

4 This can be performed by marginalizing over a parameter called Alens
that rescales the lensed power spectrum in the model.
5 See [7] and [12] for a deeper discussion.

Simultaneous constraints on Âmn and Neff

We investigate here simultaneous constraints on the
number of effective neutrinos Neff and Âmn . This is
interesting since massive neutrinos could coexist with
massless extra relics.
As discussed before, the two parameters have different
impacts on the C` and are thus almost uncorrelated in
CMB analysis. A little correlation is introduced adding
BAO information (Fig.10). In this case we obtain:

Neff = 3.32±0.27 (68%CL)
Âmn < 0.28 eV (95%CL)

that are constraints very similar to the case where only
one of the parameters is left free to vary. This means
that the physical effect of neutrino masses and extra
relativistic relics are sufficiently different to be resolved
separately at the level of accuracy of Planck [7].

Source: Planck Collaboration XVI

FIGURE 10. Joint 2D 68% and 95% limits for the posterior
of Âmn and Neff.

Any evidence for sterile neutrinos?

Joint constraints are model dependent. In the previous
section we investigated the possibility of three massive
active neutrinos coexisting with massless extra relics.
We can go further and assume the existence of a massive
sterile neutrino6. In this case we fix the mass of the active
neutrinos to the base model value (Âmn = 0.06 eV).
If these sterile neutrinos were to thermalized with the
same temperature as active neutrinos we would have

6 For this analysis we do not consider three active massive neutrinos
sharing 1/3 of the total mass but two massless and one massive neutrino
taking the whole mass. This is not a relevant difference for Planck
analysis.

140001-6
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Beta Decay Measurements



z

Direct Probes

3H ➟ 3He+ + e-  + νe 

Beta Decay

A kinematic determination of the neutrino mass  

No model dependence on cosmology or nature of mass
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Direct Probes
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!-decay electron spectrum…

… shape determines the absolute

neutrino mass squared:

i

K ~  [ gv
2|MF|2 + gA

2|MGT|2 ] F(E,Z) = Fermi function
m" = “mass” of electron (anti-)neutrino = #i|Uei|

2 mi = m" in

quasi-degenerate region.

Present Limit:

2.3 eV (95% CL)

Kraus et al.

hep-ex/0412056

Ṅ ⇠ pe(Ke +me)
X
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Beta Decay

A kinematic determination of the neutrino mass  

No model dependence on cosmology or nature of mass



Current Techniques

Frequency 
(Project 8)

Radio-frequency 
spectroscopy for beta decay 

R&D phase (new results)

3H ! 3He+ + e� + ⌫̄e

Spectroscopy 
(KATRIN)

Magnetic Adiabatic 
Collimation with 

Electrostatic Filtering 

State-of-the-Art technique 

T2 ! (T · 3He+) + e� + ⌫̄e

Calorimetry 
(HOLMES, ECHO  

&  
NUMECS)

Technique highly 
advanced. 

  New experiment(s) 
planned to reach      

~eV scale.

163Ho + e� ! 163Dy⇤ + ⌫e



MAC-E Filter  
Technique

Spectroscopic:  MAC-E Filter

Inhomogeneous magnetic guiding field. 

Retarding potential acts as high-pass filter 

High energy resolution  

(ΔE/E = Bmin/Bmax = 0.93 eV)

KATRIN

T2 ! (T · 3He+) + e� + ⌫̄e

adiabatic transformation of e- momentum



The KATRIN Setup

1011 e- / second 1 e- / second

Adiabatic transport ensures high retention of phase space for decay 

Energy resolution scales as the ratio of minimum / maximum fields
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! 0.93 eV
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The KATRIN Setup

1011 e- / second 1 e- / second

Tritium retention 
system 

(107 tritium flow reduction)

1011 Bq “Windowless” 
gaseous T2 Source 

(High field) High resolution 
electrostatic filter 

(3G low field)

Detector 
System 

 (High Field)

Adiabatic transport ensures high retention of phase space for decay 

Energy resolution scales as the ratio of minimum / maximum fields

�E

E
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B
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B
max

! 0.93 eV

μe μe μe μe μe



Field- Compensation Air Coils

  A 10 m diameter analyzing spectrometer with 1:2000 energy resolution (0.93 eV) 

  Extremely stable high voltage of main vessel. 

  Few ~ppm precision divider and monitoring spectrometer.

Detector

Main Spectrometer

Transport
&

Pumping
Tritium Source

High Voltage DividerInner electrode wire mesh



Spectrometer 
Commissioning

High precision 
electron gun

Summer 2013 saw “first light” from the KATRIN. 

Spectrometer and detector system fully integrated. 

Allowed for test of transmission function and background levels.

Ultra high vacuum 
system

Precision high 
voltage system

Full detector 
system



Commissioning showed excellent behavior of MAC-E Filter response. 

Next round of commissioning meant to study background levels.

At -18.6 keV, better than  
100 meV resolution 

Sharpest transmission function 
for a MAC-E filter

Background rate of order Hz 
(radon-dominated) 

Greater reduction of 
backgrounds to come

Transmission Function Background Rates



Projected 
Sensitivity

Neutrino Mass Goals 

Discovery:     350 meV (at 5σ ) 

Sensitivity:    200 meV (at 90% C.L.)

Data taking to 
commence in 2016.

Statistical 
Final-state spectrum 

T- ions in T2 gas 
Unfolding energy loss 

Column density 
Background slope 

HV variation 
Potential variation in source 

B-field variation in source 
Elastic scattering in T2 gas 

σ(mv
2) 0 0.01 eV2 

Lightest Neutrino Mass (eV)
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Ruled out by β-decay experiments

KATRIN Sensitivity



163Ho + e-➟ 163Dy* + νe

163Dy* ➟ 163Dy + E.C.

163Ho

163Dy*

νe

New kid on the block: 
Electron Capture
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163Ho + e-➟ 163Dy* + νe

163Dy* ➟ 163Dy + E.C.

163Ho
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νe
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�2
H

4

mν = 1 eV

mν = 0 eV

New kid on the block: 
Electron Capture

isotope



• Advantages: 

Source = detector

No backscattering

No molecular final state effects.

Self-calibrating

• Experimental Challenges: 

Fast rise times to avoid pile-up 
effects.

Good energy resolution & 
linearity

Sufficient isotope production

Source Activity 

Nev > 1014 to reach 
sub-eV level

Detector Response 

ΔEFWHM < 10 eV 
τrisetime < 1 µs

Challenges:Advantages 
& 
Challenges

163Ho + e� ! 183Dy⇤ + ⌫e

Calorimetry
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The ECHo 
Experiment

• The ECHo experiment 
uses metallic magnetic 
calorimeters to achieve 
goals. 

• Fast rise times and 
good energy 
resolutions and 
linearity demonstrated. 

• Endpoint measured at 
2.80 + 0.08 keV.

Technology:

Metallic Magnetic 
Calorimeters



The HOLMES 
Experiment HOLMES 

(Italy) 

transition edge 
sensors / MKIDs

Technologies:

Transition Edge Sensors

Superconducting Resonators

TES 
thermometer 

NuMECS 
(USA) 

transition edge sensors



“Never 
measure 

anything but 
frequency.”

I. I. Rabi A. L. Schawlow

B. Monreal and J. Formaggio, Phys. Rev D80:051301

Frequency (GHz)
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E = 17572 eV
Theta = 1.565

Simulation run 
(105 events)

rare high-energy
electrons

many overlapping
low-energy electrons 

signal

Project 8

Source ≠ Detector

“Never 
measure 

anything but 
frequency.”

I. I. Rabi A. L. Schawlow

B field

T2 gas

!(�) =
!0

�
=

eB

K + me

•Use cyclotron 
frequency to extract 
electron energy. 

•Non-destructive 
measurement of 
electron energy.

B. Monreal and JAF, Phys. Rev D80:051301

Frequency Approach
3H � 3He+ + e� + �̄e

Coherent radiation emitted 
can be collected and used 
to measure the energy of 
the electron in non-
destructively.



Unique 
Advantages

• Source = Detector                
(no need to extract the 
electrons from the tritium) 

• Frequency Measurement    
(can pin electron energies to 
well-known frequency 
standards) 

• Full Spectrum Sampling    
(full spectrum measured at 
once, large leverage for 
stability and statistics)

Single Electron Expected Signal

Simulation of beta (frequency) spectrum



Initial Demonstration: 83mKr

Phase I :  Use mono-energetic source to determine single 
electron detection. 

Use of standard gaseous 83mKr source allows quantification of 
energy resolution and linearity.

Tritium endpoint

1.83h 83mKr 1/2-

154ns 83Kr 7/2+

stable 83Kr 9/2+

32.1

9.4

7/2+

9/2+

17.8

17824.35±0.75 eV
conversion 
electron

9.4

K-ionatom

86d 83Rb
ε

Conversion electrons at 
17.8, 30 and 32 keV.



The Apparatus

Cyclotron frequency coupled directly to standard waveguide at 26 GHz, located inside 
bore of NMR 1 Tesla magnet.  

Magnetic bottle allows for trapping of electron within cell for measurement.

Copper waveguide

Kr gas lines

Magnetic bottle coil

Gas cell

Test signal injection port

Waveguide 
Cut-away

B
-Field trap profile

Photo of apparatus



Project 8 “Event Zero”

Clear detection of single electrons from their emitted cyclotron frequency. 

All predicted features present (sudden onset, energy loss, scattering loss)



Project 8 “Event Zero”

Clear detection of single electrons from their emitted cyclotron frequency. 

All predicted features present (sudden onset, energy loss, scattering loss)

Electron scatters of gas, losing 
energy and changing pitch angle

Energy loss increases frequency

Onset frequency yields initial 
kinetic energy



FWHM ~ 140 eV

Image Reconstruction & Energy Resolution

Event reconstruction from image reconstruction allows detailed analysis  

(energy & scattering all extractable)



FWHM ~ 140 eV

Image Reconstruction & Energy Resolution

Event reconstruction from image reconstruction allows detailed analysis  

(energy & scattering all extractable)

FWHM ~15 eV  
(and improving)

30.4 eV
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0νββ Measurements

Neutrinoless Double 
Beta Decay



What would a 
positive signal 

mean?

(N,Z) ! (N � 2, Z + 2) + e� + e�

�L = 2

A lot, actually, since the 
Standard Model conserves B-L. 

• Demonstrate that neutrinos 
are Majorana fermions. 

• Shed light on the neutrino 
mechanism 

• Probe into the causes for the 
matter anti-matter asymmetry 
in the universe



Simple in 
principle…

• Clean Signature                
Sum of electrons is at a 
single energy 

• Know where to look        
Occurs at endpoint of the 
allowed decay, well-

separated from bulk ββνν. 

• Particle detection            
(we know how to detect 
electrons well)

Single Electron Expected Signal

A. Nucciotti, WE Heraeus-Seminar 561: A. Nucciotti, WE Heraeus-Seminar 561: Massive NeutrinosMassive Neutrinos, April 22-25 2014, Bad Honnef, Germany, April 22-25 2014, Bad Honnef, Germany 77
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…but not in 
practice

• Background Suppression                
The key to success in all 
these experiments is 
background suppression 

• Isotope Abundance        
Often trading high Q value 
for poor abundance 

• Rarity of Process            
Rarest process (yet) to be 
measured.

Single Electron Expected Signal

1/2
0νT⎡⎣⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥ ∝ε ff ⋅ Iabundance ⋅Source Mass ⋅  Time

Background free

1/2
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⎦
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Background limited
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Background free
0.1 counts/ROI/t/y
1.0 count/ROI/t/y
10.0 counts/ROI/t/y

:ββIH minimum m
QRPA
SM
IBM-2
EDF

J. Detwiler

76Ge example, but similar sensitivities for other 0νββ isotopes.



Phonons

Ionization Scintillation

CUORE

GERDA, 
MAROJANA, 
SuperNEMO

SNO+ 

Kamland zen


CANDLES

(AMORE, LUCIFER)

(exo, next)



Assembly of all 19 towers is complete

!17

Cuore

GERDA

SNO+

KamLAND ZEN
Super
NEMO

EXO

NEXT

Outline 

•  Searching for 0νββ
•  MAJORANA DEMONSTRATOR Overview
•  Status of the DEMONSTRATOR

8/3/15& J.&Gruszko&0&DPF&2015& 2&

MAJORANA

Many,  
many  

experiments…





With so many choices, how does any one experiment stand out !?
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With so many choices, how does any one experiment stand out !?

(since I cannot do justice to all of them, I will highlight only a few)



T1/2 > 2.1 x 1025 y (90% CL) 76Ge

Ionization:  GERDA 
  
others ionization detectors: 
MAJORANA, SuperNEMO

•  87% enriched 76Ge detectors 
(crystals) in liquid argon  

•  14.6 kg of 86% enriched 
76Ge (6 p-type semi-coax 
detectors from H-M & IGEX). 
(4.8 keV FWHM @ Qββ) 

•  3 kg of 87% enriched BEGe 
enriched detectors (5 
detectors) 

•  Single-site, multi-site pulse 
shape discrimination

background counts. No excess of events beyond the
expected background is observed in any of the three data
sets. This interpretation is strengthened by the pulse shape
analysis. Of the six events from the semicoaxial detectors,
three are classified as SSE by ANN, consistent with the
expectation. Five of the six events have the same classifi-
cation by at least one other PSD method. The event in the
BEGe data set is rejected by the A=E cut. No events remain
within Q!! ! "E after PSD. All results quoted in the

following are obtained with PSD.
To derive the signal strengthN0# and a frequentist cover-

age interval, a profile likelihood fit of the three data sets is
performed. The fitted function consists of a constant term
for the background and a Gaussian peak for the signal with
mean at Q!! and standard deviation "E. The fit has four

free parameters: the backgrounds of the three data sets and
1=T0#

1=2, which relates to the peak integral by Eq. (1). The

likelihood ratio is only evaluated for the physically allowed
region T0#

1=2 > 0. It was verified that the method has always

sufficient coverage. The systematic uncertainties due to the
detector parameters, selection efficiency, energy resolu-
tion, and energy scale are folded in with a Monte Carlo
approach, which takes correlations into account. The best
fit value is N0# ¼ 0, namely no excess of signal events
above the background. The limit on the half-life is

T0#
1=2 > 2:1# 1025 yr ð90%C:L:Þ; (3)

including the systematic uncertainty. The limit on the half-
life corresponds to N0# < 3:5 counts. The systematic
uncertainties weaken the limit by about 1.5%. Given the
background levels and the efficiencies of Table I, the
median sensitivity for the 90% C.L. limit is 2:4# 1025 yr.
A Bayesian calculation [24] was also performed with the

same fit described above. A flat prior distribution is taken
for 1=T0#

1=2 between 0 and 10
&24 yr&1. The toolkit BAT [25]

is used to perform the combined analysis on the data sets
and to extract the posterior distribution for T0#

1=2 after

marginalization over all nuisance parameters. The best fit
is again N0# ¼ 0 and the 90% credible interval is T0#

1=2 >

1:9# 1025 yr (with folded systematic uncertainties). The
corresponding median sensitivity is T0#

1=2 > 2:0# 1025 yr.

Discussion.—The GERDA data show no indication of a
peak at Q!!, i.e., the claim for the observation of 0#!!
decay in 76Ge is not supported. Taking T0#

1=2 from Ref. [11]

at its face value, 5:9! 1:4 decays are expected (see the
note in Ref. [26]) in !E ¼ !2"E and 2:0! 0:3 back-
ground events after the PSD cuts, as shown in Fig. 1.
This can be compared with three events detected, none
of them within Q!! ! "E. The model (H1), which
includes the 0#!! signal calculated above, gives in
fact a worse fit to the data than the background-only
model (H0): the Bayes factor, namely the ratio of the
probabilities of the two models, is PðH1Þ=PðH0Þ ¼
0:024. Assuming the model H1, the probability to obtain
N0# ¼ 0 as the best fit from the profile likelihood analysis
is PðN0# ¼ 0jH1Þ ¼ 0:01.

TABLE II. List of all events within Q!! ! 5 keV.

Data
set Detector

Energy
(keV) Date PSD passed

Golden ANG 5 2041.8 18 Nov 2011 22:52 no
Silver ANG 5 2036.9 23 Jun 2012 23:02 yes
Golden RG 2 2041.3 16 Dec 2012 00:09 yes
BEGe GD32B 2036.6 28 Dec 2012 09:50 no
Golden RG 1 2035.5 29 Jan 2013 03:35 yes
Golden ANG 3 2037.4 02 Mar 2013 08:08 no
Golden RG 1 2041.7 27 Apr 2013 22:21 no
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FIG. 1 (color online). The combined energy spectrum from all
enrGe detectors without (with) PSD is shown by the open (filled)
histogram. The lower panel shows the region used for the
background interpolation. In the upper panel, the spectrum
zoomed to Q!! is superimposed with the expectations (with
PSD selection) based on the central value of Ref. [11] T0#

1=2 ¼
1:19# 1025 yr (red dashed) and with the 90% upper limit derived
in this work, corresponding to T0#

1=2 ¼ 2:1# 1025 yr (blue solid).

TABLE I. Parameters for the three data sets with and without
the pulse shape discrimination (PSD). ‘‘Background’’ (bkg) is
the number of events in the 230 keV window and BI is the
respective background index, calculated as bkg=ðE # 230 keVÞ.
‘‘Counts’’ refers to the observed number of events in the interval
Q!! ! 5 keV.

Data set E (kg yr) h$i Background BIa Counts

Without PSD

Golden 17.9 0:688! 0:031 76 18! 2 5

Silver 1.3 0:688! 0:031 19 63þ16
&14 1

BEGe 2.4 0:720! 0:018 23 42þ10
&8 1

With PSD

Golden 17.9 0:619þ0:044
&0:070 45 11! 2 2

Silver 1.3 0:619þ0:044
&0:070 9 30þ11

&9 1

BEGe 2.4 0:663! 0:022 3 5þ4
&3 0

aIn units of 10&3 counts=ðkeV kg yrÞ.

PRL 111, 122503 (2013) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending

20 SEPTEMBER 2013

122503-4



Tracking:  EXO-200 
  
others tracking/TPCs: 
NEXT, SuperNEMO, nEXO

• Enriched Liquid Xe in 
TPC 
-200 kg of 80.6 % enriched 

136Xe, 75.6 kg fiducial mass, 

- 100 kg years exposure 

-Combine Scintillation-
Ionization signal for 
improved resolution (88 
keV FWHM @ Qββ) 

- Single site - Multisite 
discrimination

EXO-200 TPC

Ionization/
Scintillation

Background & Signal
T1/2 > 1.1 x 1025 y (90% CL) 136Xe



Phonons: 
CUORE

T1/2 > 4.0 x 1024 y (90% CL) 130Te

• Towers of 11 kg of 
130Te (34% nat.) 
bolometers 

• Array of 52 5x5x5 cm3 
TeO2 crystals held at 
10 mk 

• FWHM of 5.1 keV

Results from the CUORE-0 Experiment and a Status Update on CUORE

Division of Particles & Fields Conference 2015 University of Michigan Aug 5, 2015

�0⌫ = 0.007± 0.123± 0.012⇥ 10�24yr�1

Best fit rate:CUORE-0 Limit (90% C.L.)

T 0⌫
1/2 > 2.7⇥ 1024 yr

�0⌫ < 0.25⇥ 10�24 yr�1

Final ROI Fit
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Current limits (EXO-200, 
KL-Zen, GERDA)

Current limits essential rule out long-standing claim for observation of 
the neutrinoless decay mode in 76Ge. 

Next generation will push into the inverted Sacle

S. M. Bilenky & C. Giunti, Mod. Phys. Lett. A 27, 1230015 (2012)

EXO-200, KL-Zen, GERDA, CUORE
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EXO-200, KL-Zen, GERDA, CUORE

Future experiments



Current stage:  ~10-100 kg



Current stage:  ~10-100 kg

Upcoming:  ~100-1000 kg



Far future: multi ton??

Current stage:  ~10-100 kg

Upcoming:  ~100-1000 kg



Special thanks to J. 
Wilkerson and many 
others for their help. 

Apologies for not 
covering all 
experiments. 

 



And thank you for 
your attention



I’m sorry, we are out of time 

(Backup slides)



Detector

Main Spectrometer

Transport
&

Pumping
Tritium Source

 WGTS Demonstrator

  Provides ~ 2 x 1011 Bq of activity (with 
tritium activity extruded from system). 

  Monitoring of tritium purity, pressure & 
temperature. 

  Temperature stability of +3.6 mK recently 
achieved (x10 better than specification).



A Phased Approach

Timeline Scientific 
Goal

Source R&D Milestone

Phase I 2010-2014 Proof of 
principle; 

Kr spectrum

83mKr Single electron detection

Phase II 2014-2016 T-He mass 
difference

T2 Tritium spectrum; 
calibration and error 
studies

Phase III 2016-2018 0.2 eV scale T2

High rate sensitivity
Phase IV 2018+ 0.05 eV scale T

Given the novelty of the project, we are pursuing a phased approach 
toward neutrino mass measurements:

We have commenced Phase I, we are designing Phase II



• Most effective tritium source achieved 
so far involves the use of gaseous 
molecular tritium. 

• Method will eventually hit a resolution 
“wall” which is dictated by the 
rotational-vibrational states of T2.  This 
places a resolution limit of 0.36 eV.  

• One needs to either switch to (extremely 
pure) atomic tritium or other isotope 
with equivalent yield. 

• The trapping conditions necessary for 
electrons also lends itself for atomic 
trapping of atomic tritium                
(R. G. H. Robertson)

Final States

Moving Beyond the 
Degeneracy Scale rotational

vibrational
!!= 0.36 eV 

Inherent   
0.36 eV   

final state 
smearing

(3HeH)+

(3HeT)+



Projected Sensitivity (Molecular & Atomic)

Systematics include final state interactions, thermal broadening, 
statistical uncertainties, and scattering.

ν2 , e
V2

atoms/cm3

molecules/cm3

Volume ≈ 0.05 m3 

(≈ 70 mCi)

Volume ≈ 5 m3 

(0.25 Ci)

D
egeneracy scale

Inverted

and optimistic



Projected Sensitivity (Molecular & Atomic)

Systematics include final state interactions, thermal broadening, 
statistical uncertainties, and scattering.

Systematics include: 

Statistical uncertainties 
(1 year run) 

Final state interactions 

Thermal broadening 

Scattering 

Background 

Field inhomogeneity 

1% uncertainty in resolution 
distribution

ν2 , e
V2

atoms/cm3

molecules/cm3

and optimistic



Backgrounds in experiments 

Experiment Mass [kg] 
(total/FV*) Bkg (cnts/ROI -t-y) Width 

(FWHM)
CUORE0 130Te 32/11 300 5.1 keV ROI

EXO-200 136Xe 170/76 130 88 keV ROI

GERDA I 76Ge 16/13 40 4 keV ROI

KamLAND-Zen  
(Phase 2)

136Xe 383/88 210 per t(Xe) 400 keV ROI

CUORE 130Te 600/206 50 5 keV ROI

GERDA II 76Ge 35/27 4 4 keV ROI

MAJORANA 
DEMONSTRATOR

76Ge 30/24 4 4 keV ROI

NEXT 100 136Xe 100/80 9 17 keV ROI

SNO+ 130Te 2340/160 45 per t(Te) 240 keV ROI

* FV = 0νββ isotope mass in fiducial volume (includes enrichment factor) 
† Region of Interest (ROI) can be single or multidimensional (E, spatial, …)

†
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